Stunts to Follow Royal Procession

(State College News, October 29, 1941, Vol. XXII, No. 6)

Social Studies: Mr. Wallace Clark, Peter Hart, '39; Louis Francello, '40, Mr. John A. O'Neill, Mr. W. H. Rood,...

Women of each of the three remain the second and third highest will be named as Queen candidates. Most prominent is Virginia Furey, '39, a general education student, who...
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Bandsman Officially Crowned

"King of Jazz" Paul Whiteman was officially made "Dean of Modern Music" by New York University school of music board members at the home of their recent queen. The new Cecil Whiteman crowned with palm.
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Paddle Run

When Southern View from Southern College business released the news of the recent election for the new student officers, they were happy to hear that the two new classes of students had been elected to the office.

Millionaires Studies Labor Problem

David Rockefeller, Jr., has just enrolled at the University of Chicago, the institution in his family has not necessarily encountered 

Gold Battlers Battle Over Shirt

Ted Leonard and Jack Kolberg, in a battle in the school crew.
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They're Figuring Out Their Travel Record

Utilizing plane, ship and automobile, Bruce Brown and Mitchell Dunfield have completed a 6,200-mile trek from Alaska to the University of Alabama, where they enrolled as freshmen. Center is another Alaskan, Elaine Housel, who made the ship and automobile trip, but missed out on the plane flight.

They're Cheering Return of the Beret

Something new and different in causes for collegiate capers was the reason for this parade of university students. They are marching because the velvet beret with various colored ribbons has again been proclaimed their traditional headdress.

They're Giving His Nerves a Rest...

And so is he...
Winning Smiles

Final hammering is the annual Bed-Head Beauty contest at Indiana University. mikes for the photographers while the final decision of the judges is held.

January 15...Janet Nelson, Chi Omega; Janet Graham, Delta Gamma; Mary Bachelder, Pi Beta Phi; Joan Barr, Kappa Alpha Theta; Margaret Stewart, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Dolores Small, Alpha Omicron Pi; Margaret McGaw, Zeta Tau Alpha.

Then there are the Louisiana State University fraternities.

The Louisiana State University fraternities.

Study Mountain Weather to Improve Forecasting

New York University and the National Polytechnic Institute scientists have established a method of forecasting snow storms in the Adirondacks, where winter conditions otherwise are highly suited in because of isolated trees and rocks.

Free Ride!

Mississippi's Larry Bridges, two Mississippi men, in a pick-up truck during the Gadsden's tour of the Carolinas.

Dates for the Dateless

Woodbury College students have classified all students according to age, size and personality to provide a ready reference for date seekers.

Warning to Pin Hangers

Kappa Sigma brothers at Michigan State College, who give a warning to pin-ups in the dormitories, are doing this for the safety of the girls' clothes.

KAYWOODIE, YELLOW 5

No Crew Practice: Too Much Water!

The water temperatures for Rutgers University gymnasts, now when the Rutgers women went with a savage and killed the cows, have been knocked over the back. Students were forced from morning classes to help repair the damage.
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Basketball Squad to Face Strong Teams This Season

New Court Schedule Lists
Manhattan, Hamilton, Niagara, Meadell

With the final release of the fall schedule the basketball teams gained and lost some of the usual hardy opponents the squad played in the past years. The schedule was announced at the meeting of the athletic council Monday evening. The first two games of the season will be against New York University who will be the first in the Meadell League.

State Harriers Face Cableskill In Second Meet

Purple and Gold Will Open At Hopes with Alfred on Local Course

In compliance with the fall season traditions, the harriers will open the season with their annual trip to Alfred for the second meet of the season. The harriers wlll be well placed in the meet as usual.

In Second Meet

With the final release of the fall schedule printed on their records, each team having tied one game.

Not far in the rear of the two leaders stand the Albanians with no threshold from Bill Howe places Sam...
Basketball Squad to Face Strong Teams This Season

New Coast Schedules Like Manhattan, Hamilton, Niagara, McGill

With the first release of the official schedule of basketball games, it is evident that the season is just round the corner and the team in Clinton has already begun to prepare for the upcoming games. The first game is scheduled to be played against the Manhattan University team at the time of the home meet, but the team members are looking forward to the challenge.

The schedule released this week, marks the advent of the season and the teams will be expected to perform with their best possible effort. The team members are working hard to prepare themselves for the upcoming games and are confident that they will perform well.

In compliance with the new season's schedule, the team will play against the Manhattan University team at the time of the home meet, but the team members are looking forward to the challenge.

State Harriers Face Cobleskill in Second Meet

Purple and Gold Will Open at Home with Alfred and Colby Courses

The second meet of the season will be against the Alfred and Colby courses. The team members are looking forward to the challenge and are confident that they will perform well.

The meet will be held at home and the team members are looking forward to the challenge. The team members are confident that they will perform well.

The team members are working hard to prepare themselves for the upcoming games and are looking forward to the challenge.

The school, '40, recreation and program; biological, chemistry, and agriculture college team there in the fall season, will be included in the fall season. The team members are working hard to prepare themselves for the upcoming games and are looking forward to the challenge.

The activities of the day will continue with the lunch hour in the lounge of Richard's hall. Mary Miller, '41, food; Betty Bunce, '41, biology; and Dr. W. A. A., plans for the winter season, as now urged to attend so that freshmen and seniors may have more time for study and less time for worry.

Even the Finest Fountain Pen Performs Far Better

Quinck is done by a secret ingredient, wholly new kind of willing ink called Oin/dell pin. Quinck pin oil is used in birthday writing inks. W. A. A. is planning a "Final Fall" meeting on Blackboard. The meeting will be held in the lounge of Richard's hall.

Get Refilled for Your Hollywood Barber Shop

Parker Quink

The Perfect Combination. Quinck Plus the Parker Vacuum Pen
Realistic Presentation of Play Results in Pandemonium at State

Newbery award-winning novel 'The Greek Gift' which was now being recently adapted into a play at State College for Teachers, Albany, N.Y. Friday, November 11, 1938.

Did you hear the one about the two sophomores - sophomores. Who had a play that was a real success? The title was 'The Greek Gift.'

The Greek Gift is a play that has been adapted from the novel written by Marguerite de Angeli. The novel was released in 1937 and has been a hit with readers. The play adaptation was directed by John Wells and is being presented by the College House Players.

The play tells the story of two sisters, Sarah and Maria, who are given a valuable gift by a friend. However, they are later forced to give it away to help a friend in need. The plot is filled with twists and turns and has a surprise ending.

The college students are enthusiastic about the play and are excited to see how it will be received by the general public. The play is expected to be a hit and is sure to be a success.

Freshmen Receive Defeat in Pushball

To Organize Orchestra

At the organization meeting of the Signum Laudis, senior scholastic society, John Edge, Cecil Marino, William Williams, and Richard Lonsdale were appointed as the new officers. The society, which consists of the highest four per cent of seniors, will be scheduled until after the Thanksgiving recess, but when approached on the part of the organization meeting the members were enthusiastic about the upcoming season.

Christina Association - Plans Peace Service

A recent Christina Association meeting was conducted by President Announcer, Mrs. Dyson, and President, Marie Peetz. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the plans for the upcoming peace service. The service will be held at the college auditorium under the direction of Dr. John Wells, who has been appointed to direct the symphony orchestra.

At Tea in Lounge

College House Players to Present 'Greek Gift' - Say It for Smokers

The College House Players will be performing the play 'The Greek Gift' at the college auditorium on Wednesday afternoon, November 18th. The play is based on the novel by Marguerite de Angeli and has been adapted by the college students.

The play is about two sisters, Sarah and Maria, who are given a valuable gift by a friend. However, they are later forced to give it away to help a friend in need. The plot is filled with twists and turns and has a surprise ending.

Realistic Presentation of Play - Say It for Smokers

The play 'The Greek Gift' is a recent adaptation of the novel by Marguerite de Angeli. The play has been receiving positive reviews from the college students and is expected to be a hit with the general public.
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